
Is change resilience a core
competency of your team?

When new changes occur,
do your people adapt or struggle?

Are your projects delivering
all anticipated benefits?

Change O�ce
Advantage
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The Change O�ce Advantage
For many years now, constant change has characterized the economic climate. Ever-increasing competitive pressure, globalization, and 
pervasive, disruptive technology compound to create an atmosphere of uncertainty. In this fast-paced environment engaging people and 
managing change in the workplace can be unpredictable. Over the past 10 years, organizations have become increasingly aware of the 
impact to and of people in any transformational change. The challenge for businesses today – embedding a new generation of organiza-
tional change management practices while maintaining flexibility. 

In response, a new generation of Change Offices (CO), are emerging that provide a significant organizational capability, including:

 • an internal locus of control for the governance and execution of change initiatives;
 • assisting the organization’s leaders in how best to integrate change transformation; 
 • functioning as a centre of expertise in support of practitioners.

Successful execution of the Change Office depends on multiple factors, namely:

 • defining and implementing a set of overarching processes and practices specific to the organization;
 • developing change competency as an organizational asset;
 • applying individual, team and organizational change practices and needs;
 • applying  culturally-sensitive solutions; 
 • building future-focused approaches.

The Change O�ce Advantage: The Model
Our Change Office Advantage model allows our clients to create COs tailored 
to the specifics of their organizations and grow change capabilities that suit 
their needs. Based on our core principle, Change Integration™, we incorporate 
best practices in initiative management within our CO Advantage Model.
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The CO Advantage Model spans the full spectrum of change, from 
an isolated component to a total, integrated, end-to-end capabili-
ty. We’ve built the model with scalability and flexibility in mind; as 
such, it accommodates any stage of Change Office development – 
including creation, evolution and assessment – as well as ongoing
maintenance. 

Using proven methods the CO Advantage Model will improve an 
organization’s ability to be agile, proactive and responsive while 
optimizing people, process and technology solutions.

THE VISION NAVIGATOR provides the much needed strategic mandate and implementation approach for the 
Change Office considering immediate and long-term opportunities. The Vision Navigator ensures organizations 
understand the end-vision state and the potential impact to the business supported by a roadmap of short and 
long-term plans.

THE SERVICE MIX OPTIMIZER assesses the needs of the organization, defines the specific services of the Change 
Office and how to communicate the value proposition to clients and stakeholders. The Service Mix Optimizer ensures 
alignment between the needs of the organization, the services to be provided, and sets the framework for communication.

THE CAPACITY POWER BUILDER focuses on how services are to be provided by the Change Office. The benefit lies in 
visibility – understanding the people, process and technology requirements to be able to adequately provide the 
agreed-upon services. 

THE ENGAGEMENT FACTOR incorporates the organizational structure, accountabilities and governance model under 
which the change office will operate. By incorporating these rules of engagement the organization will realize dramatic 
benefits both internally and externally.

Major Components



Why Watershed CI?
As experts in the field of Change Integration™, we recognize that one size does not fit all. Each client comes with distinctive needs,
culture, level of maturity and tolerance for complexity. We judiciously weigh these factors when selecting the appropriate solution – 
this ensures the suite of deliverables achieve high-quality, customized results.

To stimulate and sustain success, we assist clients in:

 having a vision for the CO and securing adequate, up-front support;
 streamlining implementation in phases to accelerate return on investment and address expectations;
 being benefit-centric, and focusing on strategically-aligned business outcomes;
 matching service offerings with available capacity to deliver the highest quality;
 creating the right organizational structure and competency development strategy to support both tactical plans
 and long-term strategy.

Respond with agility to ever-changing market demands. Speak to our practice leader today.

Michael Riall, President
T: 647-427-5571, ext. 147
M: 416-605-0877
mriall@watershedci.com
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